News

2012-11-12
OASIS to Standardize Cloud Application Management for Platforms (CAMP) [1]
Cloudsoft, Fujitsu, JumpSoft, Oracle, Red Hat, Software AG, Standing Cloud, US Department of Defense, and Others Advance Interoperability Standard for Managing and Migrating PaaS Applications

2012-10-31
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) 1.0 Becomes OASIS Standard [2]

2012-10-05
OASIS Applauds European Union's Reform Embracing Broader Cooperation with Open Standards Consortia [3]

2012-09-13
International Cloud Symposium to Address Public Policy and Standards for Security in the Cloud [4]
OASIS Brings Global Event to Washington, DC

2012-08-27
OASIS Launches Initiative to Standardize REST-based Open Data Protocol (OData) [5]
Axway, CA Technologies, Citrix, IBM, Microsoft, Progress Software, Red Hat, SAP, SDL, and Others Collaborate to Free Siloed Data and Enable Cross-Platform Web and Mobile Applications

2012-08-15
Members Approve Biometric Identity Assurance Services (BIAS) SOAP Profile as OASIS Standard [6]
Booz Allen Hamilton, US National Institutes of Health (NIH), US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), US Department of Defense (DoD) and Others Advance Profile for Verifying Biometrics Identity in an SOA Framework

2012-02-24
Eleven Companies Demonstrate Support for KMIP and XACML OASIS Standards at RSA Conference [7]
Cryptsoft, IBM, NetApp, QuintessenceLabs, SafeNet, Thales e-Security Show Interoperability of Key Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP); Axiomatics, The Boeing Company, NextLabs, Oracle, and Quest Software Products Support eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML)

2012-01-31
OASIS to Develop Open Standard for Web Experience Management Interoperability (WEMI) [8]
Adobe, DotNetNuke, Ektron, Enonics, Jahia, Liferay, Magnolia, Nuxeo, Oracle, SDL, Sitecore, and Others Collaborate on Standard to Extend WCM to Meet Customer Experience Needs

2012-01-16
OASIS Forms TOSCA Technical Committee to Advance Open Standard for Cloud Portability [9]
3M, ASG Software, CA Technologies, Capgemini, Cisco, Citrix, EMC, Gale Technologies, IBM, Jericho Systems, Morphlabs, Red Hat, SAP, Software AG, TELUS, and Others Collaborate on Standard for Deploying Interoperable Cloud Applications
OASIS Forms AMQP Technical Committee to Advance Business Messaging Interoperability Within Middleware, Mobile, and Cloud Environments [10]

Axway, Bank of America, Deutsche Boerse, Goldman Sachs, INETCO, JPMorgan Chase, Kaazing, Microsoft, my-Channels, Red Hat, Software AG, VMware, Zenika and Others Move AMQP Forward Through Open Standards Process
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